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ABSTRACT 
We prove the range inclusions ran A”’ + ran B 1’2 2 rantAm B)“2 2 ran A”2 fI 
ran B112 for an operator mean m. An equality condition in each inclusion is given by 
using the representing function f(x) = 1 mx and F(X) = xm 1. Further we show that 
an operator mean m is majorized by a geometric mean if and only if ran(AmB) c 
ran A ‘I2 n ran B1’2. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Motivated by a study of electrical network connections, Anderson and 
Dufhn [l] introduced a binary operation A : B called the parallel sum of 
positive operators A and B acting on a Hilbert space H, Ando [2] introduced 
the geometric mean Ag B and the harmonic mean Ah B by his sophisticated 
method, and the author [5] defined the arithmeticogeometric (Gaussian) 
mean Aag B. Thereafter, Kubo and Ando [9] established the general theory of 
operator means in their axiomatic method. On the other hand, we considered 
in [6] how initial conditions on the representing function f(x) = 1 mx for a 
symmetric operator mean m reflect kernel and range inclusion of means, As 
we shall see later, it is easy to show that 
ranA’/2+ranB1/2~ran(AmB)“21>ranA’/2nranB1/” 
for a symmetric operator mean m. 
(I) 
The purpose of this note is to extend the preceding note [6] to the case 
for (nonsymmetric) operator means. We shall show that the inclusion (1) also 
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holds for the nonsymmetric case. As we know, the Kubo-Ando theory [9] says 
that the representing functions f(x) = 1 mx and F(x) = xm 1 do represent 
an operator mean m, which actually shows the inclusion (1). Moreover we 
see that the equality conditions in (1) are determined by the initial conditions 
on them. 
2. OPERATOR MEANS 
One of the definitions of the parallel sum A : B for positive operators A 
and B, which was introduced by Anderson and Duffin [I], is the following 
formula: 
(A:Bx,r)=inf{(Ay,y)+(Bz,z)]y+z=x) 
Note that the harmonic (operator) mean h is defined by Ah B = 2A : B; cf. 
[2]. Moreover, an operator mean m according to Kubo and Ando [9] is 
defined as a binary operation among positive operators satisfying the follow- 
ing axioms for all positive operators: 
monotonity: 
A<C and B<D imply AmB,<CmD; 
upper continuity: 
A, J A and B, J. B implyA,mB, J AmB; 
transformer inequality: 
T*(AmB)T < T*ATmT*BT VT; 
normalization: 
AmA=A. 
The main result of the Kubo-Ando theory is the order isomorphism 
among the following triplet: the operator means m, the (nonnegative continu- 
ous) operator monotone functions f, on [O,m) with f,,,(l) = 1, and the 
probability Radon measures IL,,, on [O,m]. This correspondence is shown by 
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where a = f,(O) = p.,((O}) and b = inf tf,f,,(l/ t) = /I,>. Here f,,, (/A~) is 
called the representing function (the representing measure> for m. 
It is known that a representing function f,, is analytic on (0,~) and 
moreover operator concave; see [2, 91. Consequently, f,, is bounded in the 
following sense: 
LEMMA 1. Every representing function f,,, of an operator mean m 
satisfies 
I< f,Jx) Q x fw x>l. 
Proof. Since f, is a nonnegative and concave function with f,,(l) = 1, 
the derivative f;(l) is not greater than 1. Moreover f;(l) 2 Q, since f,, is 
monotone nondecreasing. Then the required inequalities are obtained by 
using nonnegativity, monotonity, and concavity again. n 
For an operator mean m, the transpose m” defined by Am” B = B mA is 
of course an operator mean, and the representing function F, for m” is an 
operator monotone function defined by F,,(t) = tfm(l/ t). Then, the number 
b in the above integral representation is expressed by F,,,: 
Note that an 
f,,, = F,. The 
are 
b=inftft,(l/t)=infF,,,(t)=F,,,(O). 
operator mean is symmetric if and only if m = m”, that is, 
representing functions for typical symmetric operator means 
1+t 
f,(t) = 2 for the arithmetic mean a, 
f,(t) =fi for the geometric mean g , 
fh(t) =; for the harmonic mean h . 
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Since the map m ++ f, is an order isomorphism, we have Aa B z Ag B 2 
AhB as in the numerical case. Moreover, in symmetric operator means m, 
the arithmetic and the harmonic mean are extremal ones: 
AaB > AmB 2 AhB. (2) 
In addition, we see a duality in operator means, where the dual mean 
mL of a mean m is defined in [9] by 
Am1 B = (B-I mA-‘) 
-1 
for all invertible A and B. Then the representing function is written as 
(3) 
In this sense, we may also write F”f (x) = l/x,(1/x), since Cm” ) L = (ml p, 
which is called the adjoint in [9]. Then the arithmetic and harmonic means 
are dual to each other and the geometric mean is self-dual: a L = h and 
g * = g. It is easy to see that the map m ++ m’ is antiorder-isomorphic: 
LEMMA 2. Let m and n be operator means, and (Y and /? positive 
numbers. Then (of,,, < pf,, if and only zy pf,’ > cyf,l. 
3. RANGE INCLUSION 
Using operator means, we rewrite well-known results for operator ranges: 
ran(AaB)“2 = ran Ail2 +ran B1j2, 
ran(AhB)“2 = ran AlI2 nran B112. 
The former is due to Crimmins (see [4; Theorem 2.2]), and the latter is 
shown in [4; Theorem 4.21. 
Our basic tool to discuss range inclusion is Douglas’s majorization 
theorem [3]. Restricting it to the case of positive operators X and Y, we see 
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that 
x2 < kY2 for some k > 0 if and only if ran X 2 ranY. (*) 
So ( * ) and (2) show that (I) holds for every symmetric mean m Surpris- 
ingly, every operator mean m satisfies (1) by Lemma 1: 
THEOREM 3. Every operator mean m satisfies 
ranA1/2+ranB’/2~ran(AmB)1’2~ranA’/2~ranB1/2 
fm all positive operators A and B. 
(4; 
Proof. By Lemma 1, we have 




Thereby we have the required inclusion by Douglas’s majorization theorem. 
W 
Now we give the equality conditions. The following two statements are 
equivalent by the duality in operator means: 
THEOREM 4. Let m be an operator mean. Then, 
ranA’/2+ranB1/2=ran(AmB) r/a (i) 
for all A and B $ and only iff,,,(O>F,,,(O) > 0. On the other hand, 
ran(AmB)“‘= ran A’/‘nran B112 
fm a2Z A and B if and only iffL(O)FA(O) < 00 and f,,,(O) = F,(O) = 0. 
(ii) 
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Proof. First we discuss (i). The condition f,(O)F,,(O) > 0 implies ab > 0 
in the integral representation of m. Then 
AaB < k(AmB) 
so that (i) holds. Conversely, suppose (i) holds. Then, for all A and B, there 
is c>O with AaB<cAmB. Putting A=1 and B=O, we have i=f,<O>= 
1 a 0 < c(1 m 0) = cf,(O). Thus f,(O) > 0, and similarly F,,(O) > 0. 
As for (ii), Lemma 2 assures that the equality condition is f,,’ (O)F,,li (0) > 
0. By the continuity of the representing functions, this condition is equivalent 
to 
x 
> 0 and lim - > 0. 
x10 F,(x) 
In other words, f,(O) = F,,,(O) = 0 and l/[f,i,(O>F,L(O)l > 0. n 
REMARK 1. In view of Theorem 4(u), the equality in [8, Proposition 3(f)] 
might be replaced by inclusion, i.e., 
ran(AgB)1’2~ranA’/2 nran B1”. 
REMARK 2. For all operator means m, it has been already shown in [9] 
that PmQ = a(P - P A Q>+ b(Q - P A Q)+ P A Q for all projections P, Q. 
So f,(O) = F,(O) = 0 if and only if PmQ = P A Q for all projections P, Q, 
which is also equivalent to 
kerA vker B c kerAmB 
for all A, B 2 0; cf. [6]. 
4. MEANS MAJORIZED BY THE GEOMETRIC MEAN 
Next we consider means m majorized by the geometric mean in the 
sense that there is a positive number k with f:(t) < kt for all t > 0, or 
equivalently Am B < &(Ag B) for all, A, B > 0. This class is characterized by 
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the following initial condition for representing functions, which is an exten- 
sion of [6, Theorem 31: 
THEOREM 5. For an operator mean m, the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) m is majorized by the geometric mean g; 
(ii) ran(AmB) c ran A’/” nran B1”; 
(iii) f,2’(O)F,F(O) < CO and f,,(O) = F,,(O) = 0. 
proof. Suppose (i) holds, that is, f:(t) < kt. Note that F,, is also 
majorized: 
F;(t) = t”f,“(l/t) < t’k(l/t) = tk. 
For invertible A, we have 
so that 
kB >(AmB)A-‘(AmB) > j(A(I-‘(AmB)“. 
Now, for all (noninvertible) positive operators A, we have k[JA + EIIB > 
[(A + e)m B]’ for E > 0. By taking the limit as E JO, we have kllAllB > 
(AmB)‘. Thus, ran B ‘I2 I ran(Am B) for all positive operators A and B. _ 
Replacing f, by F,,,, we also have ran AlI2 2 ran Am B, hence (ii) holds. 
Suppose (ii) holds. If A = 1 and a(B) = [0, 11, then ran f,(B) = ran 1 m B 
c ran B112 that is, there exists k, > 0 with f:(B) B k,B. So the spectral - 
theorem implies 
f:(t) G k,t for O<t<l. (5) 
Similarly, let B = 1 and a(A) = [O,l]; then there is k2 > 0 with 
F:(t) < k,t for O<t<I. (6) 
Combining (5) and (6) the relation f,(t) = tF,(l/ t) shows that there is 
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k > 0 with 
f,“(t) Q kt and Fz( t) < kt for t>O. 
Thus f,(O) = F,(O) = 0 and f,2’(O)Fc(O) <a, i.e., (iii). 
Suppose (iii) holds. For the representing function f,, [F,], consider a 
function on [O, 11 given by 9 (t)=f,E(t)/t [cp,(t)= ~,i(t)/tl, where rpf(O) 
= f:(O) [respectively, cp,(O{= F:(O)]. Then “pr and (or are continuous. 
Putting 
k=max sup cPf(% 
o<t=s1 
we have f:(t) < kt and F:(t) < kt for 0 Q t < 1. Thus f,:(t) < kt for all 
t > 0 by F,,(t) = tj-Jl/ t). n 
COROLLARY 6. If m is a mean majorized by the geometric mean, then 
for all A and B. 
Proof. We have only to show the last inclusion, which is obtained by 
AgB < Ag JIB11 = IIBl11’2A1’2 and similarly Ag B G IIAI11’2B1/2. w 
By the spectral theorem and the majorization theorem ( * >, it is easy to 
see that a positive operator A has the closed range if and only if ran AlI2 = 
ran A, or A is majorized by A2. Then we have the equality for operators with 
closed range (cf. [7; Proposition 4.1(4)]): 
COROLLARY 7. Let m be an operator mean mujorized by the geometric 
mean. Zf both ran A and ran B are closed, then 
ran(AmB)=ran(AgB)=ran(AhB)=ranAnranB, 
and the above ranges are all closed. 
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Proof. It follows from Corollary 6 that 
Noting that h itself is majorized by g, we have ran(Ah B) = ran(Ah B)‘12 
and consequently it is closed, which implies the above equality. n 
Furthermore, the closedness of ran( Am B) reflects that of another mean 
majorized by the geometric mean: 
COROLLARY 8. Let m be an operator mean majorized by the geometric 
mean. lf ran(Am B) is closed for some A > 0 and B > 0, then fw all operator 
means n majorized by the geometric mean, ran(An B) is closed and 
ran(AnB) =ran(AmB) = ran AlI2 nran B112. 
Proof. Since ran(Am B) = ran(Am B)“‘, we have 
ran( Ah B)1’2 = ran AlI2 nran B112 = ran( Am B) 
by Corollary 6, and consequently ran(Ah B) is closed. Applying Corollary 6 
to h and n, we have 
ran(AhB) cran(AnB)1’2 G ran(AnB) G ran(AhB) =ran(AhB), 
where the bar denotes the closure. It follows that ran(An B) = ran(Ah B) = 
ran( A m B) and ran( A n B) is closed. w 
The author thanks a referee for his helpful comments, which have led to 
the improvement of the original version to the present form. 
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